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Smart Sorting: Flexible Grouping for Students

Commercialization Plan

Elevator Pitch: Students are overwhelmed with the amount of information they get from high

school teachers about working towards an after-high school plan. A digital database that could

organize the students into what groups they fall under--like going to college, going into a career,

or military, taking higher level classes-- would allow the administration officials to send

necessary information to only the specific group, reducing information overload.



Part 2 Executive Summary:

My plan is to create a digital database for schools to be able to categorize Freshman into their

own flexible and ever-updating groups. Students will be able to fall under as many or as little

groups they feel is correct for them. The students will be able to update their groups every year

of high school to get the correct information. The groups will be used to send out information to

the groups of students effectively. Students will be able to get the best amount of correct

information from their schools. I will be able to sell the digital database and data information to

school and be able to commercialize my solution in that way. I will use STEM and humanity

design principles in this project, especially technology and communication skills.

Part 3 Problem Summary and Proposed Solution:

After high school plans can be very stressful, specifically for the students who do not have help

at home and do not get the correct information from their schools. The students who do receive

information might be overwhelmed with the amount of unnecessary information that is sent to

them. My solution needs to be easy to use, customizable and premade, and available to everyone.

I am proposing an idea to create student-specific groups so the counselors will only send

information to students who want and need the information. The people that will benefit from my

solution are the students, however my target customers and intended users are the teachers and

school administration officials. I will be able to sell the digital database data and form to create

revenue. The competitive advantage could only be if the schools already have a program in place

controlled by a human resources representative, however most schools do not, and my database

would need to be managed, so it would not replace a job of someone. The digital database will

only help the counselors send out information, and the students receive information.

 

Plan Part 4: Summarize the STEM Concepts and Principles Underlying the Overall Plan

Technology is going to be the biggest form of STEM used in my project. I will be using

technology to send out the information and then the final product, which will be a digital

database for people to use on their own time.

There are a few psychological sciences that might affect the ability to do my product.

Sampling bias might change the amount of people that respond to my survey, which will stop the

end goal of forming groups of freshmen. According to BC Campus’s article, Research Methods



in Psychology, the definition of sampling bias is, “when a sample is selected in such a way that it

is not representative of the entire population and therefore produces inaccurate results.” Another

psychological science that might harm my end goal would be the return rate of the survey. I need

a 100% return rate if I want every freshman to be included in the grouping, so this might create

an issue of having to track down freshmen. When questioning if mail surveys are better than

internet surveys, Kendra Cherry talked about return rates in her article When to use surveys in

psychological research, she said, “Experts suggest that return rates of 85 percent or higher are

considered excellent, but anything below 60 percent might have a severe impact on the

representativeness of the sample.”

The additional science research that will be required to bring my idea to fruition is the

information about freshmen in the school. I will create a very vague and basic google form, so it

can be used in future years. This google form will collect the information that will go into the

final digital database. The idea right now is that the digital database will be able to group

freshmen together to be able to send out email information by these groups based on the

information from the google form that was sent out.

Another science that will be required to bring my idea to fruition is how to make the end

google sheet readable. An article titled Formatting Google Sheets for Readability, Teaching

Forward suggests using things like, alternating colors, and filters, to make the data more

organized. This focuses again on technology in STEM.

Part 5.  Commercialization Assessment of the Overall Plan

Problem:

Schools need a way to categorize freshmen into flexible groups, where students can fall

under multiple different groups, to give them information about after-high school because I

learned that some freshmen are not getting the best amount or correct information from their

schools.

Proposed solution:

My proposed solution is simply a digital database. I want a long list of every freshman in

the grade, then along the columns are different groups categorizing the freshman into groups that

the teachers can use later to send out information to students who need it. Examples of the



groups are going to college, going into a career, undecided, military, have college educated

family at home, do not want to start CCP in high school, do not, are not sure, many different

groups of information about the freshman and their different tracks of life. The students can fall

under multiple categories to get more information when it is sent out. The groups will try to

include all and many different forms of groups. This list will be used to deliver information to as

many people as possible but also not excessively to the people that do not need it

Target customers and intended users:

I believe that teachers and administrators would use my product, but in a way that helps

the freshmen. Although the people sending out information will be the ones directly using my

product, freshmen and the rest of their careers will benefit from the use of my product.

Competitors:

The similar products out there are human resources. Guidance counselors should be in

charge of sending out information but I do not see them categorize the students as much. Without

the categorization, information is sent out at random and there's a lot thrown at the students. With

categorization, students will receive information that attends to them.

Another competitor is knowledge bases. Students who know they want to go to college,

how do they know they want to do that? Where did they find the information to know college is

correct for them? It could be their college educated parents, or people at home, but do these

people have enough knowledge and give the correct information? What about the students that

want to go on different paths than their parents? I want to give a lot and the correct information

to any student that wants it.

Customer value proposition & competitive advantage:

My product will be easy to use, customizable and premade, and available to everyone.  I

will create the google form and google sheet that will eventually organize the information, so

selling my product as a package will be set up and ready to use to collect information. Students

will fill out the information they want to get good information.

Principal revenue streams expected:



There are multiple ways I could make money, but I would have to choose one or the

other. I could sell my program on the google sheet to high school guidance counselors to use for

their schools. The other option would be to be a nonprofit to help high schools and colleges and

internship companies get their information out to students. I could get sponsorship from the

universities and companies to work with connecting them to high school students.

Principal startup and operating costs expected to be incurred:

The principal startup and operating costs that I expect are a required skill set, or making

productive google forms and google sheets with information. This required skill set, for myself,

is already included in the ownership. Meaning there would be no startup and operating costs

because it would be extra man power done by me.

Part 6: Science and Technology Proof of Concept

Review and assessment of the scientific literature:

Something that society already knows about the effectiveness of my product is how

useful it could potentially be. Teachers know that some students do not look at the information

sent out to them. Also, administrators know that it could be a struggle to get students to fill out

the initiative questionnaire. Something I will have to focus on to create my useful products will

be to create a good, engaging google form to ask for students' information. I will also have to

create an organized google sheet to organize the information gotten from students.

Discussion of your findings with relevant cited references:

Something I will need to focus on is making sure students fill out the initial google form.

Without their information, the list will be incomplete and useless. In the article, How To Use

Psychology To Get Customers To Take Your Surveys, they suggest using things like short and

sweet surveys, and awards for the first few to finish. I will need to focus on creating a good

survey schools can use to get information from students so they can use it to help them later.

Statement of a single, clear and compelling testable hypothesis:

If I create a digital database for schools to categorize Freshman into flexible groups,

where students can fall under multiple different groups, to give them information about



after-high school that is easy to use, customizable, and available to everyone, then Freshman will

get the best amount and correct information from their schools.

Inquiry or design-based discussion:

My solution will be a digital database. I am hoping to create something that teachers and

students can use to categorize information. Students will be able to fill out a google form that

includes questions on what information they want and where they are getting their current

information. Students will fill out questions like, do you want to go to college? Into a career?

Into the military? Are you currently undecided? Do you have college educated parents at home

to help you? Do you want to go into higher level classes in high school? From the questionnaire,

there will be a google form to organize the information and put students into groups. Groups like,

want to go into college + help at home + want to take higher level classes. The teachers can then

use the groups to send out information to the people that want and need the information based on

their specific information. For example, teachers who have information on a military partner

coming to talk to students would be able to send the email and infomration out to the students

that want to go into the military, instead of overwhelming the students that want to go into a

career with unnecessary information that isn't specific to them.

I will have to keep all of my digital products organized and easy to look at to focus on the

user experience. First, to “enter” my product, the user will have to click on the website, and the

way that website will be shared will be specific to the organization using it. The engagement

from the user will be with the google form for the students and the google sheet for the teachers.

The students will fill out the google form to have their information on the list. Teachers will use

the list to send out information to different groups of students. To “exit” my product, the user

will simply click out of the website. To extend use of myproduct so users come back again,

teachers will repeatedly use the list to send out information to the correct student groups.

Additional analysis that will have to be done on my product will be creating a low-tech

prototype, like a physical list, or actually producing it, to test if teachers will actually be able to

incorporate the extra step into sending out information.



Flowchart:

In order to use the list, students will have to add their information to the form that will organize

the information onto the final list. First students will fill out and fill out the google form. Then

they can answer questions, examples are the orange boxes, and will be able to answer yes or no

questions. The information will then be organized onto the final product, the list. The yellow

boxes demonstrate how the students will fall under the groups depending on how they answer in

the questionnaire.
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